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Abstract
A graph is -excellent if every vertex of the graph is contained in some minimum dominating set of the graph.A vertex v is critical
in G if the domination number of G− v is smaller than that of G. The graph G is dot-critical if contracting any edge of G produces
a graph with smaller domination number. G is critically dominated if the set of critical vertices forms a dominating set for G. In
this paper we show that these three properties, along with several others, are equivalent for trees on at least four vertices. We also
provide a constructive characterization of these trees.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
A set of vertices S in a graph G is a dominating set if every vertex of G − S is adjacent to some vertex of S. If S has
the smallest possible cardinality of any dominating set of G, then S is called a minimum dominating set—abbreviated
MDS. The cardinality of any MDS for G is called the domination number of G and is denoted by (G). More generally,
we say that a set of vertices A dominates the set B if every vertex of B −A is adjacent to some vertex in A. Two graphs
A and B are disjoint if they have no vertices in common and no vertex of A is adjacent to any vertex of B. We denote
the neighborhood of a vertex v by N(v). We denote the degree of a vertex v by deg(v). We indicate that v is adjacent
to u by writing v ⊥ u. We denote the edge with endpoints v and u by vu. We write d(v, u) for the distance between
the vertices v and u.
When no confusion is possible, we do not distinguish between a set A of vertices and the subgraph that it induces.
For instance, if S is a set of vertices of the graph G and A is a subgraph of G, then we may write S ∩ A instead of
S ∩ V (A). For terminology not deﬁned in this section, see West [17].
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A vertex v of G is critical if (G− v)< (G), v is stable if (G− v)= (G), and v is a nova if (G− v)> (G). We
denote the set of critical vertices of G by G′. A graph G is critically dominated if G′ is a dominating set for G. If G′ is
an MDS for G, then G is crucially dominated. A vertex v is -good if it belongs to some MDS of G. If every vertex of
G is -good, then we say that G is -excellent.
Burton and Sumner [6] introduced the concept of a dot-critical graph as one in which identifying any two adjacent
vertices (i.e., contracting the edge comprising those vertices) results in a graph with smaller domination number. If
identifying any two vertices of G decreases the domination number, then we say that G is totally dot-critical.
Haynes [11] ﬁrst asked for a characterization of -excellent trees. At the same conference Burton and Sumner [4]
(and also [5]) presented a constructive characterization of these trees.Also, Fricke et al. [9] characterized the -excellent
trees of diameter at most ﬁve, and Mynhardt et al. [16] characterized the -excellent trees with a construction that is
similar to ours, but with a different approach.
In this paper we provide a constructive characterization of -excellent trees and determine several properties of
critical vertices in the process.We also show that for trees the concepts of -excellent, dot-critical, critically dominated,
and crucially dominated are equivalent. Finally, we show that these classes of trees are also identical to those studied
in Hattingh and Henning [10] and Domke et al. [8].
Some of the results in this paper appear also in the dissertation of the ﬁrst author [3] (directed by the second
author).
2. Dot-critical and -excellent trees
In general, -excellent, dot-critical, critically dominated, and crucially dominated graphs are distinct classes of
graphs.Although the dot-critical and critically dominated graphs are also -excellent, the converse need not be true. For
example, a cycle on 3n vertices is -excellent but neither dot-critical nor critically dominated. In this section we show
that these four concepts are identical for trees other than K2 which is -excellent but neither dot-critical nor critically
dominated. And we provide a constructive characterization of -excellent trees. Mynhardt et al. [16] characterized the
-excellent trees with a construction that is similar to ours, but with a different approach.
In analogous results, Henning [15] characterized those trees in which every vertex belongs to some minimum total
dominating set of T, and Haynes and Henning [13] characterized those trees in which every vertex belongs to some
minimum independent dominating set of T.
Lemmas 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 are from Burton and Sumner [6].
Lemma 2.1. If G is any graph with (G) = k2, then G is dot-critical (resp., totally dot-critical) if and only if every
two adjacent, non-critical vertices (resp., any two non-critical vertices) belong to a common MDS.
A vertex v is selﬁsh in the MDS S if and only if every vertex x /∈ S that is dominated by v is also dominated by some
other element of S. In the terminology of [12] a vertex is selﬁsh if and only if pn(v, S) = {v} i.e., v is its only private
neighbor.
Lemma 2.2. For any graph G, v ∈ G′ if and only if there is some MDS S of G in which v is selﬁsh.
Lemma 2.3. Every dot-critical graph is -excellent, and every critically dominated graph is -excellent.
Brigham et al. [2] deﬁne the coalescence G of two disjoint graphs A and B with respect to the vertices a ∈ A, b ∈ B
to be the graph obtained by identifying a and b.
Lemma 2.4. Let A and B be disjoint graphs with (A)=n, (B)=m, and a, b critical vertices of A and B, respectively.
Let G be the coalescence obtained by identifying a and b, and let (ab) denote the vertex of G that corresponds to the
identiﬁed vertex. Then
1. (G) = n + m − 1
2. G′ = (A′ ∪ B ′ − {a, b}) ∪ {(ab)}
3. G is -excellent if and only if each of A and B is -excellent.
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Parts (1) and (2) of the following lemma are from [12]. Part (3) is from Bauer et al. [1] and also appears in Haynes
et al. [14], and is also a consequence of results in Cockayne et al. [7]. The latter paper also contains several properties
of -good vertices in graphs.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a graph and v a nova of G. Then
1. v belongs to every MDS of G.
2. v is not adjacent to any critical vertex of G.
3. For a tree T, a vertex is a nova if and only if it belongs to every MDS of T.
Lemma 2.6. Let S be an MDS for the graph G, and suppose that V (G) is partitioned into sets A1, A2, . . . , Ak such
that for each 1 ik, S ∩ Ai dominates Ai . Then for each i, S ∩ Ai is an MDS for Ai .
Proof. Suppose that S ∩ Ai is not an MDS for Ai . Then there is a dominating set M of Ai with |M|< |S ∩ Ai |. But
then S∗ = (S − S ∩Ai)∪M is a dominating set for G with cardinality smaller than that of S, which is impossible. 
For a vertex v in the tree T and u ∈ N(v), we refer to the sub-tree of T − u that contains v as the v-subtree of T − u.
Note that this is also the subtree of T − vu that contains v.
Lemma 2.7. Let T be a tree, and v ∈ T ′. Then for any v-subtree A of T, v ∈ A′.
Proof. Suppose that v ∈ T ′, and let A be the v-subtree of T − u for some u adjacent to v. Then let S be an MDS of T
in which v is selﬁsh. Then S ∩A clearly dominates A and because v is selﬁsh in S, some vertex of S −A dominates u.
But then it follows that S ∩ (T −A) dominates T −A and so by Lemma 2.6, S ∩A is an MDS of A. Clearly v remains
selﬁsh in S ∩ A and so v ∈ A′. 
A set S is a 2-packing in G if for every two vertices x, y ∈ S, we have d(x, y)3. The next result shows that the
critical vertices of a tree form a 2-packing.
Theorem 2.8. Let T be an arbitrary tree. Then T ′ is a 2-packing.
Proof. Claim. The critical vertices of T form an independent set.
Suppose that a and b are adjacent critical vertices of T. Let A be the component of T − ab that contains a, and
let B be the component of T − ab that contains b. Let (A) = r and (B) = s. Then by Lemma 2.7, a ∈ A′ and
b ∈ B ′. Now, (T ) − 1 = (T − a) = (A − a) + (B) = r − 1 + s, and so (T ) = r + s. But this is impossible
since if S1 is any MDS for A − a and S2 is any MDS for B with b ∈ S2, then S1 ∪ S2 is an r + s − 1 dominating set
for T.
Thus, no two critical vertices of T are adjacent. Now suppose that a and b are critical vertices of T that are at a
distance two. Let v be the vertex that is adjacent to both of them. Let the components of T − v be A1, A2, . . . , Ar
for some r2. Without loss of generality, suppose that a belongs to A1 and b belongs to A2. Then from the claim
we know that v is not critical, and from Lemma 2.5 v cannot be a nova. Thus v is stable. Hence, (T ) = (T −
v) =∑ri=1 (Ai). But this is impossible because if we let M1 be an MDS of A1 − a and M2 an MDS of A2 − b,
and Si an MDS of Ai for each i > 2, then S∗ = M1 ∪ M2 ∪ {v}⋃ri=3 Si is a dominating set for T of cardinality(∑r
i=1 (Ai)
)− 1. 
Lemma 2.9. Let S be an MDS for the tree T and x and y adjacent vertices both belonging to S. If A is the subtree of
T − xy that contains x, then S ∩ A is an MDS for A.
Proof. Let B denote the subtree of T − xy that contains y. Clearly S ∩ A and S ∩ B dominate A and B, respectively,
and so the result follows from Lemma 2.6. 
The next theorem is the key tool towards our characterization of -excellent trees.
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Theorem 2.10. Let T be a -excellent tree on n4 vertices, and v a non-critical vertex of T having deg(v)2. Let
N(v) = {x1, x2, . . . , xr}, r2. Let Ai denote the xi-subtree of T − v.
(1) If S1, S2 are MDSs of T with v ∈ S1 ∩ S2, then for each 1 ir , |S1 ∩ Ai | = |S2 ∩ Ai |.
(2) v is stable.
(3) If S is an MDS for T with v /∈ S, then for each 1 ir , S ∩ Ai is an MDS for Ai .
(4) For each 1 ir , xi is -good in Ai .
(5) xi ∈ A′i ⇔ xi ∈ T ′.
(6) There is exactly one index 1 ir such that xi ∈ T ′.
Proof. (1) Suppose thatS1, S2 areMDSsofTwith v ∈ S1∩S2. If |S1∩Ai |< |S2∩Ai |, thenS=(S2−(S2∩Ai))∪(S1∩Ai)
is a dominating set for T with cardinality less that |S2|, which is impossible.
(2) To show that v is stable, it is enough to show that v does not belong to every MDS of T. Suppose instead that
v belongs to every MDS of T. Since T is -excellent, there exists for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r an MDS Si of T such that
xi ∈ Si . Then by Lemma 2.9, Si ∩Ai is an MDS for Ai and so |Si ∩Ai | = (Ai) for all i. Now let S∗ =⋃ri=1(Ai ∩ Si).
Clearly S∗ dominates T. Let S be any MDS of T. Then since v ∈ S,
(T ) = |S| = 1 +
r∑
i=1
|Ai ∩ S| = 1 +
r∑
i=1
|Ai ∩ Si | = 1 + |S∗|> |S∗|.
Thus, S∗ is a dominating set of T with |S∗|< (T ), which is impossible. Thus v is stable.
Claim. There exists an i such that xi ∈ A′i .
Since T is -excellent, we may choose an MDS S with v ∈ S. Then since v is stable,
r∑
j=1
(Aj ) = (T − v) = (T ) = |S| = 1 +
r∑
j=1
|S ∩ Aj | ⇒
r∑
j=1
(Aj )>
r∑
j=1
|S ∩ Aj |.
Therefore, |S ∩Ai |< (Ai) for some index i. Hence xi /∈ S by Lemma 2.9, and so since S ∩Ai dominates Ai − xi for
this i, it follows that xi ∈ A′i .
(3) Let S be an MDS of T such that v /∈ S. Then S is also an MDS for T − v, and so since S ∩ Ai dominates Ai for
each i, it follows from Lemma 2.6 that each S ∩ Ai is an MDS for Ai .
(4) For a ﬁxed xi , choose an MDS S of T such that xi ∈ S. We note that S ∩ Ai is an MDS of Ai . For if v ∈ S, then
by Lemma 2.9, S ∩ Ai is an MDS for Ai . And if v /∈ S, then by (3), we get that S ∩ Ai is an MDS of Ai . It may be
helpful to note that Ai need not be -excellent.
(5) Let xi ∈ T ′. Then by Lemma 2.7, xi ∈ A′i . On the other hand, suppose that xi ∈ A′i and let Si be an MDS of
Ai − xi . By (4) we may choose for each j 
= i, an MDS Sj of Aj such that xj ∈ Aj . Then⋃rt=1St is a dominating set
of T − xi of cardinality (T ) − 1.
We complete the proof by observing that by the claim, there exists an i such that xi ∈ A′i , and so from (5), xi ∈ T ′.
That xi is unique follows from Theorem 2.8. 
Note that the graphK1 is -excellent, critically dominated, and (vacuously) dot-critical. The graphK2 is -excellent,
but neither critically dominated nor dot-critical. There are no -excellent, dot-critical, or critically dominated trees on
three vertices. With these special cases out of the way, we will henceforth deal only with trees that have n4 vertices.
Lemma 2.11. Every end vertex of a -excellent tree on n4 vertices is critical.
Proof. Let v be an end vertex of a -excellent tree T, and let u be its neighbor. First note that u is not a critical vertex
since any MDS of T − u contains v and hence is an MDS of T. Since T has at least four vertices, we have deg(u)2,
and so it follows from Theorem 2.10 that there exists a z ∈ N(u) such that z is critical in T. Suppose that z 
= v. If S
is any MDS for T − z, then u /∈ S. Hence v ∈ S to dominate v. But then S∗ = (S − {v}) ∪ {u} is an MDS for T with
cardinality (T ) − 1. Thus, it follows that z = v, and hence v is critical. 
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Corollary 2.12. Every -excellent tree on n4 vertices is critically dominated.
Proof. Let v ∈ V (T ) and suppose v /∈ T ′. Then by Lemma 2.11, deg(v)2 and so by Theorem 2.10, v is adjacent to
some critical vertex of T. 
Corollary 2.13. Every -excellent tree on n4 vertices is dot-critical.
Proof. Let T be a -excellent tree on at least four vertices with vu ∈ E(T ) such that v, u /∈ T ′. By Lemma 2.1 we need
only show that there is an MDS that contains both v and u. By Lemma 2.11, v is not an end vertex. So by Theorem
2.10, exactly one vertex x ∈ N(v) is critical in A, the subtree of T − v containing x. Then x 
= u by Theorem 2.10(5)
because u /∈ T ′. Let S be an MDS of T such that u ∈ S. If v ∈ S, then we are done, so suppose that v /∈ S. Let M be an
MDS of A − x. By Theorem 2.10, |S ∩ A| = (A) = |M ∪ {v}|. Moreover, each of S ∩ A and M ∪ {v} dominates A.
Thus, S∗ = [S − (S ∩ A)] ∪ M ∪ {v} is an MDS of T containing both v and u. 
Theorem 2.14. Let T be a tree on n4 vertices. Then the following are equivalent:
1. T is dot-critical.
2. T is critically dominated.
3. T is -excellent.
Proof. Referring to earlier results, (1) ⇒ (2) by Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.12, (2) ⇒ (3) by Lemma 2.3, and
(3) ⇒ (1) by Corollary 2.13. 
The observation of Lemma 2.15 below provides the foundation for our constructive characterization of -excellent
trees.
Lemma 2.15. P4 is the only 2--excellent tree (and also the only 2-dot-critical tree).
Nextwedetermine a constructive algorithm that produces all the -excellent trees, and consequently, byTheorem2.14,
all dot-critical and critically dominated trees.
For a graph G and a vertex v of G, the path abc is a 3-attachment at v if deg(a)= 1, deg(b)= deg(c)= 2, and abcv
is a path. The path ab is a 2-attachment at v if deg(a) = 1, deg(b) = 2, deg(v)3, and abv is a path.
Lemma 2.16. Let T be a k--excellent tree. Then the tree Q obtained from T by appending a 3-attachment abc at some
v ∈ T ′ is (k + 1)--excellent, and Q′ = T ′ ∪ {a}.
Proof. The graph obtained by appending a 3-attachment at v ∈ T ′ is isomorphic to the graph made by identifying the
vertex v with an end vertex from a path P4. So by Lemma 2.4, (Q) = (T ) + (P4) − 1 = k + 1 and Q′ = T ′ ∪ {a}.
Since P4 is -excellent, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that Q is -excellent. 
Lemma 2.17. Let T be a k--excellent tree on n4 vertices. Then the tree Q obtained from T by appending a 2-
attachment ab at some v /∈ T ′ is (k + 1)--excellent, and Q′ = T ′ ∪ {a}.
Proof. First, note that degT (v)2. Clearly, (Q)k+ 1. Suppose (Q)= k. Every MDS of Q contains at least one of
a or b which implies that fewer than k vertices dominate T − v. Since v /∈ T ′, this is not possible and so, (Q)= k + 1.
Let x ∈ V (T ) and let S be an MDS of T with x ∈ S. Then S1 = S ∪ {a} and S2 = S ∪ {b} are both MDSs for Q and
hence Q is -excellent.
By Lemma 2.11, a ∈ Q′. Let x ∈ T ′ and let Sx be an MDS of T − x. Then Sx ∪ {b} dominates Q − x. Thus
T ′ ∪ {a} ⊆ Q′.
Now we show that Q′ − {a} ⊆ T ′. Let x ∈ Q′ − {a}. Since it is clear that b /∈Q′, we have x ∈ V (T ). Let S be
an MDS of Q with x a selﬁsh vertex of S. Such an MDS S exists by Lemma 2.2. If v ∈ S, then since one of a or b
is in S, S∗ = S − {a, b} is a dominating set of T of cardinality |S∗| = (Q) − 1 = (T ). Since x ∈ S and x remains
selﬁsh in S∗, x ∈ T ′. On the other hand, suppose v /∈ S. Note that v /∈Q′. Let A1, A2, . . . , Ar , (r3) be the subtrees
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of Q − v. Let Ai be the subtree of Q − v containing x. For some j 
= i, let w ∈ (N(v) − {b}) ∩ Aj . Since v /∈ S,
it follows from Theorem 2.10 that |S ∩ Aj | = (Aj ). Also by Theorem 2.10, there exists an MDS R of Aj such that
w ∈ R. Then S∗ = [S − (S ∩Aj)] ∪R is an MDS of Q such that v /∈ S∗ and w dominates v. Exactly one of a or b is in
S∗. Hence S∗∗ = S∗ − {a, b} is a dominating set of T of cardinality (T ), and since x remains selﬁsh in S∗∗, x ∈ T ′ by
Lemma 2.2. Hence T ′ ∪ {a} = Q′. 
Lemma 2.18. Let T be a k--excellent tree on n4 vertices, and abc a 3-attachment at some v ∈ V (T ). Then
1. The tree Q obtained from T by removing abc is (k − 1)--excellent.
2. v ∈ T ′ ∩ Q′.
Proof. First note that every MDS S of T contains exactly one of a or b. Also note that not both v and c belong to S or
else S − {c} still dominates T.
Claim 1. (Q) = k − 1.
Let S be an MDS of T containing c. Then b ∈ S or a ∈ S to dominate a. Thus v /∈ S, and |S ∩ (Q − v)| = k − 2. So
S∗ = [S ∩ (Q − v)] ∪ {v} is a dominating set of cardinality k − 1 of Q. If R is an MDS of Q with |R|<k − 1, then
R ∪ {b} is a dominating set of cardinality less than k for T. Hence (Q) = k − 1.
Claim 2. v is critical in Q.
It follows at once from the argument for Claim (1) that (Q − v)k − 2.
Claim 3. Q is -excellent.
Let x ∈ V (Q) and let S be an MDS of T containing x. If c /∈ S, then S −{a, b} is an MDS of Q containing x. If c ∈ S,
then v /∈ S since S is an MDS of T. Hence S∗ = (S − {a, b, c}) ∪ {v} is an MDS of Q containing x. Therefore, Q is a
(k − 1)--excellent tree. Since v ∈ Q′, v ∈ T ′ by Lemma 2.16. 
Lemma 2.19. Let T be a k--excellent tree on n> 4 vertices, and let ab be a 2-attachment at some v ∈ V (T ). Then
1. The tree Q obtained from T by removing ab is (k − 1)--excellent.
2. v /∈ T ′ ∪ Q′.
Proof. Let T be a k--excellent tree on n> 4 vertices.
Observation. Let S be any MDS of T. Then exactly one of a or b belongs to S. Moreover, if some vertex s ∈ S−{a, b}
dominates v, then S − {a, b} is an MDS of Q.
Claim 1. (Q) = k − 1.
Let S be an MDS of T that contains a. Then b /∈ S, and so S − a is a dominating set of cardinality k − 1 of Q. Thus
(Q)k − 1. If R is an MDS of Q with |R|<k − 1, then R ∪ {b} is a dominating set of T of cardinality less than k,
which is a contradiction. Hence, (Q) = k − 1.
Claim 2. v is a non-critical vertex in both Q and T.
Suppose that v is critical in Q, and let S be an MDS of Q − v having cardinality k − 2. Then S ∪ {b} dominates
T with k − 1 vertices, which is a contradiction. Thus v is not critical in Q. Now since T is -excellent and a ∈ T ′, it
follows from Theorem 2.8 that v /∈ T ′.
Claim 3. Q is -excellent.
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Let Sv be an MDS of T that contains v. By the observation, either Sv − a or Sv − b is an MDS of Q containing v. Let
x ∈ Q with x 
= v, and let Sx be an MDS for T that contains x. If v ∈ Sx or there exists a vertex w ∈ Sx ∩ (N(v)− b),
then by the observation, Sx − a or Sx − b is an MDS of Q containing x. Now suppose v /∈ Sx and b is the only vertex
of Sx dominating v. Let A1, A2, . . . , Ar(r3) be the components of T − v. Then x ∈ Ai for some i, 1 ir . Let
w ∈ Aj ∩N(v)withw 
= b for some j 
= i. Since T is -excellent, by Theorem 2.10,w is -good in the subtreeAj . Let
M be an MDS ofAj containingw. Since v does not belong to Sx , it follows from Theorem 2.10 that |Sx ∩Aj |= (Aj ).
Hence S = (Sx − Sx ∩ Aj) ∪ M is an MDS of T that contains x and w ∈ N(v). By the observation, S − a or S − b is
an MDS of Q containing x. Thus Q is a (k − 1)--excellent tree. 
Lemma 2.20. If T is a -excellent tree, then no vertex is adjacent to two end vertices.
Proof. From Lemma 2.11, any two end vertices with a common neighbor constitute critical vertices a distance two
apart. This is impossible since the critical vertices form a 2-packing. 
Next we show that every -excellent tree on more than four vertices can be constructed by the addition of appropriate
attachments. For the removal of 2-attachments and 3-attachments from -excellent trees to be meaningful, we need to
ﬁrst argue that any -excellent tree with more than four vertices has a 2- or 3-attachment to remove.
Lemma 2.21. Let T be a k--excellent tree on n4 vertices. Then either T contains a 2-attachment ab at some v /∈ T ′
or a 3-attachment abc at some v ∈ T ′.
Proof. This is trivially true for n = 4. Let T be a k--excellent tree on n> 4 vertices and let P be a longest path
in T. Suppose that the end vertices of P are a and z. Let b be the vertex on P that follows a. Then b has degree
two, or else (since b is not adjacent to another end vertex) a longer path results. Let c denote the vertex that follows
b on P. If deg(c) = 2, then abc forms a 3-attachment at the vertex v following c on P. Otherwise ab forms a 2-
attachment at v= c. That v ∈ T ′ for a 3-attachment and v /∈ T ′ for a 2-attachment follows from Lemmas 2.18 and 2.19,
respectively. 
Putting these previous several lemmas together, we get the following construction.
Theorem 2.22. A tree T is -excellent if and only if it is K2, K1 or is obtained from K1 by some sequence of the
following two operations.
1. Append a 2-attachment at some vertex v /∈ T ′.
2. Append a 3-attachment at some vertex v ∈ T ′.
Theorem 2.23. A tree on n 
= 2 vertices is -excellent if and only if it is crucially dominated.
Proof. Clearly every crucially dominated tree is -excellent. For the other direction, we argue by induction on the
domination number k, noting ﬁrst that the result is trivially true for k2. Assume that for some k > 2, the theorem
holds for all i--excellent trees with ik. Let T be a (k + 1)--excellent tree. By Theorem 2.22, T is obtained by
appending a 2-attachment ab to a non-critical vertex, u, or a 3-attachment abc to a critical vertex, v, of a k--excellent
tree R. By Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17, R′ ∪ {a} = T ′. By induction, R is crucially dominated in either case, and hence
T ′ = R′ ∪ {a} is an MDS of T. Hence T is crucially dominated and the proof follows by induction. 
It follows that the constructive characterization of -excellent trees is also a constructive characterization of crucially
dominated trees as well.
Next we look at the situation for totally dot-critical trees.
Theorem 2.24. A dot-critical tree is totally dot-critical if and only if every critical vertex of T is an end vertex of T.
Proof. ⇐: Suppose that every critical vertex of the dot-critical tree T is an end vertex. Then let x and y be any two
non-critical vertices of T. It is enough to show that x and y belong to a common MDS of T. Since T is -excellent,
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we may choose an MDS S, which contains y. Suppose that x is not in S. By Theorem 2.14, T is critically dominated,
and hence there exists an end vertex u adjacent to x. But then u belongs to S since x cannot dominate it. But then
S∗ = (S − u) ∪ {x} is an MDS of T that contains both x and y.
⇒: On the other hand, suppose that T is a totally dot-critical tree and v is a critical vertex of T. We need to show
that v is an end vertex. Suppose that deg(v)2, and let x and y be any two neighbors of v. Then by Theorem 2.8,
neither x nor y is critical. Hence there is an MDS S of T that contains both x and y. Let the components of T − v be
A1, A2, . . . , Ar and for concreteness say that x ∈ Ar−1, y ∈ Ar . Then (T ) − 1 = (T − v) =∑ri=1(Ai) and so
(T ) = 1 +∑ri=1(Ai). But by Lemma 2.6, S ∩ Ar is an MDS for Ar (since S ∩ Ar dominates Ar and S ∩ (T − Ar)
dominates T − Ar—note that x is in S to dominate v in T − Ar ). And so now, for each 1 ir − 1, let Si be an
MDS for Ai . Then S∗ =⋃r−1i=1Si ∪ (S ∩Ar) is a dominating set of T having cardinality
∑r
I=1(Ai)< (T ) which is a
contradiction. 
Now from Theorems 2.24 and 2.22, the next result follows via a short induction.
Theorem 2.25. A tree T is totally dot-critical if and only if it is K1, the path P4, or is obtained from a path P4 via
recursive use of the following operation: Let T be the tree so far constructed. Append a 2-attachment to a stable vertex
of the tree T.
Proof. Suppose that T is a totally dot-critical tree on n4 vertices and suppose that Q is formed by adding a
2-attachment to a non-critical vertex v of T. Then Q is dot-critical by Theorem 2.22, and Q′ = T ′ ∪ {a} is pre-
cisely the set of end vertices of Q and hence by Theorem 2.24, Q is totally dot-critical. On the other hand, suppose that
T is a totally dot-critical tree on n> 4 vertices. Then it is simple to see that T contains a 2-attachment ab at some stable
vertex v. Thus by Lemma 2.19, Q = T − {a, b} is dot-critical and Q′ = T ′ ∪ {a} is precisely the set of end vertices of
Q and hence by Theorem 2.24, Q is totally dot-critical. 
A graph is spiked if every vertex is either an end vertex or is adjacent to exactly one end vertex. The next theorem
shows that a tree is totally dot-critical if and only if it is spiked. Note that we require n4 here because the tree K2 is
not totally dot-critical.
Theorem 2.26. Let T be a tree on n4 vertices. Then the following are equivalent:
1. T is totally dot-critical.
2. The end vertices of T form an MDS of T.
3. T is spiked.
Proof. Let T be a tree. (1) ⇒ (2): Since T is dot-critical, it is crucially dominated. By Theorem 2.24, this set T ′ of
critical vertices forming an MDS of T is precisely the set of end vertices of T.
(2) ⇒ (3): Let T be a tree in which the end vertices form an MDS, S, of T. Then every vertex is an end vertex or
adjacent to exactly one end vertex.
(3) ⇒ (1): Let T be a spiked tree. Note that since every non-end vertex in T is adjacent to exactly one end vertex,
every MDS of T contains exactly one of each end vertex and its neighbor. Thus the set E of end vertices is clearly an
MDS of T, and the set N of neighbors of end vertices is also an MDS of T. If x is an end vertex of T with neighbor
y, then N − y dominates T − x. Thus all end vertices are critical. Let v, u ∈ V (T ). Either one of v or u is an end
vertex, and hence critical, or both v, u ∈ N and hence belong to a common MDS of T. So by Lemma 2.1, T is totally
dot-critical. 
3. Equivalence to end-dominating trees
A set S is a restrained dominating set for G if every vertex not in S is adjacent to a vertex in S and also to a
vertex not in S. The cardinality of a minimum restrained dominating set is called the restrained domination num-
ber of G and is denoted by r . If S is a restrained dominating set of smallest cardinality, then we say that S is a
r -set.
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Adominating set that contains all the endvertices of a graphG is called an end-dominating set.The smallest cardinality
of an end-dominating set is called the end-domination number of G and is denoted by e. If S is an end-dominating set
of smallest cardinality, then we say that S is a e-set.
Clearly, every restrained dominating set for a graph G is also an end-dominating set.
The next theorem is from Hattingh and Henning [10].
Theorem 3.1 (Hattingh and Henning [10]). For a tree T, the following are equivalent:
1. (T ) = r (T ).
2. i(T ) = e(T ).
3. i(T ) = r (T ).
For the purposes of this paper, we call a tree satisfying any of the conditions of Theorem 3.1 an end-dominating tree.
Also, since K2 is a -excellent tree that would be a trivial counter-example to some of the results in this section, we
will generally assume that our trees have at least four vertices.
Hattingh and Henning characterized the end-dominating trees via a construction that is quite similar to that for the
-excellent trees. We rephrase their result slightly in Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.2 (Hattingh and Henning [10]). Every end-dominating tree can be constructed from a single vertex by a
sequence of the following two operations:
1. Append a 2-attachment to a vertex not belonging to any e-set.
2. Append a 3-attachment to a vertex that belongs to some e-set.
In addition, Hattingh and Henning characterized the end-dominating trees in terms of 2-packings.
Theorem 3.3 (Hattingh and Henning [10]). The following are equivalent:
1. T is an end-dominating tree.
2. Every e-set is a 2-packing.
3. Some e-set is a 2-packing.
In their paper, Hattingh and Henning also refer to a similar construction from a paper Domke et al. [8]
(see Theorem 3.4) and show that the trees produced by this construction are precisely the end-dominating trees.
We rephrase their construction slightly in Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.4 (Domke et al. [8]). Every end-dominating tree can be constructed from a single vertex by a sequence of
the following two operations:
1. Append a 2-attachment to a stable vertex v not belonging to any r -set.
2. Append a 3-attachment to a vertex v that belongs to some r -set.
Note that, from the results that follow, the requirement that v be stable in (1) above is redundant as is the word some
since it turns out that there is only one r -set and one e-set for such trees—namely the set of critical vertices. The next
result is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.11 and Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 3.5. If T is a -excellent tree on n4 vertices, then T ′ is a r -set and a e-set.
The next two theorems show that a tree is a -excellent tree if and only if it is an end-dominating tree and that
moreover, the set of critical vertices forms the unique e-set and the unique r -set for T.
Theorem 3.6. Every -excellent tree on n4 vertices is an end-dominating tree.
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Proof. If T is a -excellent tree with n4 vertices, then T ′ is a e-set for T that is also a 2-packing. Hence, by
Theorem 3.3, T is an end-dominating tree. 
Theorem 3.7. Every end-dominating tree on n4 vertices is a -excellent tree, and T ′ is the unique e-set for T.
Proof. The result is clearly true for P4. So suppose that T is an end-dominating tree with n> 4 vertices and that the
theorem holds for smaller values of n.
Case 1: T was obtained from an end-dominating treeW of order n−2 by attaching a 2-path ab to a vertex u ofW that
does not belong to any e-set. By induction,W is a -excellent tree and its only e-set is W ′. Thus the 2-path is attached
to a stable vertex, and hence the resulting graph T is -excellent. Moreover, if S is any minimum end-dominating set
for T, then a belongs to S and b clearly is not in S. Hence, S∗ = W ∩ S is a e-set for W and so S∗ = W ∩ S = W ′.
Hence by Lemma 2.17, S = S∗ ∪ {a} = T ′.
Case 2: T was obtained from an end-dominating tree W of order n − 3 by attaching a 3-path abc to a vertex u of W
that belongs to some e-set. Then by induction W is -excellent and its only e-set is W ′. Thus, since u belongs to W ′,
T is obtained by adding a 3-path to a critical vertex of a -excellent tree, and so T is also -excellent. Now suppose
that S is any e-set for T. Then a ∈ S. Since every end-dominating set in T is a 2-packing, b /∈ S and c /∈ S. Hence u
is in S (in order to dominate c) and thus S∗ = S ∩ W is a MDS for W that is also an end-dominating set. Hence by
Lemma 2.16, S = S∗ ∪ {a} = W ′ ∪ {a} = T ′. 
Since every restrained dominating set is also an end-dominating set, T ′ is also the unique restrained dominating set
for T.
The ﬁnal theorem summarizes the main results of this section together with those of [10,8].
Theorem 3.8. Let T be a tree. Then the following are equivalent:
1. (T ) = r (T ).
2. i(T ) = e(T ).
3. i(T ) = r (T ).
4. Every minimum end-dominating set is a 2-packing.
5. Some minimum end-dominating set is a 2-packing.
6. T is critically dominated.
7. T is crucially dominated.
8. T is -excellent.
9. T is dot-critical.
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